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About This Game

Accidentally, Pep comes into contact with an extraterrestrial internet connection. This alien connection, called "Infernal_X" and
coming from planet Hellx, is now free to destroy the entire planet Earth by infecting all the informatics systems. Pep have to

stop this global infection by destroying all the 7 Virtual_Guardians arrived from Planet Hellx (with the help of an internet
radiation, Inra) in order to access the Virtual World where the virus Infernal_X is located in order to eliminate it.

In this retro-2D platform adventure game, Pep keep his personal cellphone always working in order to detect where each
Virtual_Guardian is located and go through difficult levels in order to reach the goal in each stage, sometime also by using a

Virtual_Motorbike with alternative physics laws, and a Virtual_Gun to destroy each Virtual_Guardian during intense boss fights.
The game is ispired at the old 2D platform games, both for the general graphics/mechanics and for the difficult that increase

from easy to very hardcore.

Main features:
- 8 Worlds, each with a different environment

- Comics cutscenes
- A great variety of game styles in a single game

- Increase in difficult from easy to "old style hardcore"
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Nice little Dungeon explorer game, 7.5/10. It looks simple, and starts easy, but after a few dungeons you realize that there is
more strategy involved than just exploring all the fields... the enemies become too strong to fight them all, and its rather about
avoiding most fights but still progressing to the next level. There are 3 acts in total, 4 characters (3 to unlock) to keep you
interested. Some achievements require you to kill very rare monsters, which can get tedious, and there are 2-3 times where you
need to grind to overcome bottlenecks, which require some resistance to frustration too.. THIS PORT IS STILL TERRIBLE.
This is a post- durante review.

This is a very fun game. However, the many, many bugs make it borderline unplayable and extremely unfair in some parts.
Every boss is an exercise in frustration. Sprites turn into jumbled messes, framerates drop to a snail pace, warning animations
don't trigger, safe zones don't work, you get the idea.

I was really excited to to play Little King Story again (i didn't finish on the wii), but i can't recommend it at it's current state and
another patch seems unlikely.

. Another chapter in the Hero Siege experience. More of the same, nothing special. If you enjoy playing Hero Siege, I
reccomend you get this, but with the reservation that you don't pay full price. It's not worth $6, especially since the other DLC
act also costs $6. Buy the whole bundle on sale.. It's like Far Cry, but a great setting that really feels like Mars, and instead of
climbing towers, you bring them down to your level. If there's anything I can find to complain about, other than a few specific
quirks, it's that breaking things feels too good. You're supposed to be fighting "for the people" but it's really hard when you can
walk into someone's home, see all the walls they have, and have to think hard about confiscating these walls with your
sledgehammer and bombs. On the one hand, civilian. On the other hand, walls.

oh and sometimes bad guys shoot at you and at REALLY CONVENIENT TIMES civilians decide they had a machine gun on
their back and hey there's that sledgehammer guy let's shoot with him. I say REALLY CONVENIENT, but it happens often
enough that you feel like the people support you and your wanton vendetta against all things taller than dirt. And they're not
useless, either. They don't help you break buildings, but they turn "oh god I'm surrounded by gunmen" into a fair firefight.

All in all: 9\/10 first 2 hours, breaking things is its own reward and boy oh buddy is there a lot to break.. It's like a cross between
Stardew Valley and Rust with the style of ancient Nintendo. Very well thought out, turn based solo game combat is really fun.
Unique time flow mechanic, and treasure hunting is awesome!. Super nice map with really nice spots to climb, jump and go fast
on.
Just waiting on them to do an Enduro GP Game, That had been soooo cool!. I will recommend this game as I think it is a good
game, and many will enjoy it. HOwever, I have asked for a refund after 10 minutes of gameplay as playing with a trackpad is
not enjoyable.
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Supremely frustrating. Because there are no checkpoints, and the levels are forced to be unlocked in a sequential order, you may
be stuck repeating the same level (from the very beginning!) fifty times in a row before you're able to move on to the next. I
guess that counts as replay value? I know that I had to play the level where I'd roll across an incredibly narrow path surrounded
by LAVA maybe two dozen times. And why is the camera completely controllable in the y-axis? The computer controlled
camera is crappy enough to warrant turning it off completely and just using the second stick on a controller to move the camera
around, but under what circumstances do I need to see the ball from UNDERNEATH the track? The camera stick has complete
control here, but that's not helpful in real life. What would be nice would be if pushing R3 would "right" the camera to point in
the same vector as the ball's velocity. An arrow pointing to the destination would be nice, or at least, pointing to the next crystal-
thing. Pushing any buttons on a standard gamepad makes a distracting cursor appear on the screen - I couldn't see how it'd even
be possible to play ANY game like this without a gamepad for analogue input. (It might be a fault of the engine or some other
thing, but it's worth noting).

The graphics are wonderful and the concept is golden, but I feel like it needs a little bit more polish if it's to overcome the
critical two-hour make or break point that Valve has now forced indie games to compete on. It's 90 percent of the way there, I
feel like.. I absolutely love this game. The graphics are awesome and the gameplay is fantastic. It's has been great watching the
progress of this game throughout the years. Thank you Big Fat Simulations.. This is a hard review I really wanted to give this
game a pass but unfortunately the execution was barely passable. Gameplay mechanics are overall clunky, the graphics are not
there, and the progression is one dimensional.

Here is a bit more depth to the review into the only 3 game modes included in the game:

- Manage game mode: This is where you set up and expand your company. This could have been a great system if there was
more interaction than just pressing buy on a skill or item until you run out of cash. That is as much dept as this has.

- Control mode: It is basically a top down click the icon game. An assistance call comes in, you grab the nearest available car
and click on the call location. Over and over, and over, ad nauseum. Extremely frustrating that there is absolutely no onboarding
for any of the mechanics either. All of a sudden the month ends and you find out you did a poor job, just because the tow trucks
you are sending out don't change tires... oh I had to sent out just a basic car? doesn't make sense that the guy on the tow truck
can't help, doesn't it?

- Missions mode: This one is the one you get pitched more but its as shallow as a dinner plate. New missions are only unlocked
after grinding quite a bit on control mode. Given, the portrayal of the NPC's are something I can completely see happening in
real life. Unfortunately the controls are clunky, clicking does not always respond to your input. You get random cars ghosting
through the player, etc. To make things even more disappointing is that as soon as you do the mission once, you can do it with
your eyes closed the next time. They repeat down to the last detail so there is absolutely no challenge.

In conclusion I would give this game a pass. Wait for a sale or something as its not even worth the launch prize. I did get some
entertainment out of it but, honestly, had I known I would have played something else.

Graphics 6\/10
Gameplay 3\/10
Replayabilty 1\/10

3\/10 overall score. A nice alternative to Pinball FX2 VR. The following pros and cons are in comparison to that product.

Pros:
Support for Oculus touch controllers.
Ability to change table height and rotation relative to your viewpoint (makes it more comfortable to play sitting down).
Less expensive.

Cons:
Only one table, however, this game is still in early access.. All in all the game is not that bad. It is at least playable. However I
only recomend buying if you really like racing games, otherwise it might not be for you. There are some minor and some major
glitches in the game. I feel if the game is further developed it would make it more enjoyable. The game has a lot of room for
improvement and is capable to becoming something that caters to a wider range of gamers.
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/C3z27thxOeg. This is a best danmaku game on steam, and I got my new waifu from it.

Also, original ost>remix

Also, very hard. Despite having over 170 hours I still don't have all play orders(achievements) yet...... I got exited for this... it
sucks, if you want the gamemode, get CS:GO, if you want the gameplay, get Cobalt.. Completely Pointless! 10\/10 thumbs up!
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